25 Year Extended and Expanded Warranty Coverage




Extended labor warranty!
Expanded liner warranty coverage includes fading, rips, tears,
 chemical damage, punctures, and stains!
 In addition to manufacturers warranty!
 In writing – not just an unenforceable verbal promise!
AQUADOR™

Skimmer Faceplates




Saves Work, Time, & Money
Saves on replacement chemicals
Saves thousands of gallons of water a
year

Aquador™ skimmer covers are like Tupperware lids
for your pool skimmer. This closure device saves
time and money when you winterize your pool. Just
snap on the freeze-proof plastic cover. Your
skimmer is now protected from freeze damage. Of
coarse you still need to winterize your skimmer and pipes as usual. But with Aquador™ there's no need
for costly, and time consuming water drain downs in the fall, and the cover stays flexible to -80
degrees. Once you have an Aquador™ installed, you'll never have to drain your pool again to winterize
it.
With few exceptions, the Aquador must be installed with a new liner. This is due to the risks anytime a faceplate is
removed. These risks increase with the liners age.

BEADLOCK





(Liner bead wedge lock)
Saves unsightly liner sags
Saves on costly service calls
Saves cleaning dirt from track
Neat, clean finished look

Beadlock is a small vinyl “T” shaped molding. It is sized
to fit into the gap between the liner bead and the top of
the tracking after the liner has been installed. When
installed, bead lock helps prevent the liner from coming
out of the tracking. Not every pool requires bead lock,
unfortunately you won’t know if it is needed until your
Beadlock installed in a section of tracking
liner comes out. Once the liner has come out of the
tracking, depending on the age and condition of the liner, it may or may not be able to be re-installed.
If repairable, it may cost several hundred dollars to fix, and require partially draining the pool. If the
bead cannot be reinstalled due to the liners condition, you either have to live with it sagging down, or
replace the liner. If you or anyone you know has ever experienced this, you know how frustrating it
can be. Beadlock helps prevent this 90% of the time over the life of the liner!
Note: Aquador faceplates and beadlock are available to fit most inground pools. If bead lock or aquador faceplates are
available to be installed properly for your pool they will be included.
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